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HELLO, I am Kevin Horek!

» Packt Pub Author - Learning Zurb Foundation Framework - UK/India

» Host - Building the Future Radio/TV Show - Atlanta/LA/Kentucky

» Columnist - TechZulu (UX/Design/Startups) - Los Angeles

» Partner & Creative Director - Hybrid Ventures - Edmonton/Calgary

» Partner & Creative Director - Stacks Inc. - Edmonton/Boston

» Partner & Creative Director - Hybrid Global Inc. - Edmonton/Calgary



BUILT PARTNERSHIPS & DEVELOPED OPPORTUNITIES.

My work has been seen/heard in 90+ Countries.



IN A WORLD WITHOUT BORDERS
BE EVERYWHERE YOUR AUDIENCE IS

OnlineTraditional Future?



11,000 +
Per Radio Episode

Traditional Radio
Is still very relevant

100’s/year
Same episode as a podcast in one year



FINDING YOUR NETWORK(S)

CONNECT
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FINDING YOUR NETWORK(S)

CONNECT BUILD 
RELATIONSHIPS ADD VALUE



“
I wrote a book to get over my fear of writing & 

did the radio/tv show to get over my fear of 
public speaking.



GREAT THINGS NEVER COME FROM COMFORT ZONES.

» No matter how successful someone has been, they still 
fail.

» No matter how successful someone has become, they 
still have insecurities & worry what people think.

» Take steps to push yourself out of your comfort zone.



YOUR NETWORK IS YOUR NET WORTH!

BOOK DEAL
Had many years & project 
experience listed on my LinkedIn 
profile about a web framework & 
the publisher asked me to write 
it. 

RADIO SHOW
Asked another host if they were 
looking for other shows, she put 
me in touch with someone at the 
station.

TV SHOW
The company that does the radio 
show has a TV arm as well & they 
turn some radio shows into TV 
versions.

COLUMNIST
Wanted to keep writing after the 
book was done & reached out to 
another columnist at TechZulu 
on Twitter & she connected me 
with the owner.

PARTNERSHIPS
Know your craft, keep learning, 
keep adding value & 
help/connect others when you 
can.

THIS TALK!
Perry & I got connected a couple 
of months ago through a friend. 



CREATE YOUR OWN LUCK

BOOK DEAL
Had many years & project 
experience listed on my LinkedIn 
profile about a web framework & 
the publisher asked me to write 
it. 

RADIO SHOW
Asked another host if they were 
looking for other shows, she put 
me in touch with someone at the 
station.

TV SHOW
The company that does the radio 
show has a TV arm as well & they 
turn some radio shows into TV 
versions.

COLUMNIST
Wanted to keep writing after the 
book was done & reached out to 
another columnist at TechZulu 
on Twitter & she connected me 
with the owner.

PARTNERSHIPS
Know your craft, keep learning, 
keep adding value & 
help/connect others when you 
can.

THIS TALK!
Perry & I got connected a couple 
of months ago through a friend. 



BUILD YOUR BUSINESS(ES)

INCUBATE
Partner with experts to build out 
a concept, create a real-world 
scenario to build upon and an 
opportunity to validate your 
prototype.

TEAM
It takes a team of dedicated 
professionals to scale. Diverse 
perspectives and proficiencies 
are key.

PRODUCT
Innovate. Create. Share your 
vision. 

COMPETITIVE EDGE
Deliver unique value-adds by 
creating a bridge between 
existing industry 
solutions/services. 

DISTRIBUTION
Identify and solidify a healthy 
global distribution channel. 

SUCCESS
Be prepared to hold on. Global 
sales take time.



BUILD YOUR FUTURE

INCUBATE
Partner with experts to build out 
a concept, create a real-world 
scenario to build upon and an 
opportunity to validate your 
prototype.

TEAM
It takes a team of dedicated 
professionals to scale. Diverse 
perspectives and proficiencies 
are key.

PRODUCT
Innovate. Create. Share your 
vision. 

COMPETITIVE EDGE
Deliver unique value-adds by 
creating a bridge between 
existing industry 
solutions/services. 

DISTRIBUTION
Identify and solidify a healthy 
global distribution channel. 

SUCCESS
Be prepared to hold on. Global 
sales take time.
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HYBRID GLOBAL 
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FINDING YOUR NICHE

HYBRID GLOBAL 
PROJECT

HYBRID VENTURES 
PARTNERSHIP

GLOBAL PRODUCT 
COMPANY



WHEN NOTHING GOES RIGHT, GO LEFT

Side Projects
Radio/TV/Column hasn't 
always generated big 
revenues, but these 
ventures have always led to 
significant opportunities 
and relationships.

Online
I spend a few hours a week 
networking & trying new 
tactics to get connected 
with great people.

In Person
I go to at least one event 
every year somewhere else 
in the world.



Together Let’s Tell Alberta’s Story!

You can find me at:
» @kevinhorek
» kevin@hybridventures.io

THANKS!
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